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Abstract:
Toroidal transformers are high performance transformers used in high end
applications. The unique toroidal construction drives them for such performance levels, but the gap
less core construction itself makes them lag in controlling high inrush currents. Transformer based
solutions are always favourable in the industry over the external solutions, but most of the existing
transformer based solutions weaken the toroidal transformer’s typical superior performance while
mitigating the inrush current.
This paper investigates an effective inrush current mitigating method with composite cores, while
protecting the performance level of typical toroidal transformers and being competitive in the market.
The proposed method has two cores made with different steel types which are positioned
concentrically, where the inner core is uncut, but the outer core is cut with an air-gap. This paper
investigates on the optimum air-gap that should be maintained to minimize the inrush current based
on the transformer size and the particular two steel types. Further, this paper describes on the inrush
current calculation on composite cores together with the formulae and derived characteristic curves.
The results and formulae presented in this paper are verified with laboratory experiments with real
transformers, built with composite cores.
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Introduction

Inrush current (sometimes called input surge
current) is defined as maximum peak current
drawn by electrical equipment due to driving
its magnetic core into deep saturation at the
time of energization. Inrush current is an
undesirable phenomenon that has to be taken
into
consideration
where
applicable.
Elimination of inrush current could be very
costly and impossible but mitigation of inrush
current is possible [1].

Figure 1 – Inrush Current Transient Waveform
Most of the time the inrush current is harmless
to the device but unwanted tripping could
cause undue problems to the electrical system
[5].

Generally, the inrush current does not last for a
long time, but a few cycles of alternative
current (See Figure 1). Magnitude of inrush
current could be several times the rated current
of the equipment, even closer to 30 times in
extreme cases, especially with toroidal
transformers [2]. The magnitude of the inrush
current is based on several parameters like;
switching angle, source impedance, magnitude
of input voltage, residual flux on the magnetic
core, saturation inductance, etc. [3]. As a result,
the overcurrent protection reacts for these high
currents and trips the device from the source
more often, resulting in inability to energize the
equipment. Also the inrush current will result
in significant voltage drops, and thus affect the
power quality, reliability, and stability [2] [4].
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However, the inrush current in toroidal
transformers which are normally connected to
high end applications involving expensive
power electronic equipment will create serious
problems and other undesirable issues.

maximum inrush current occurs when switched
at the zero-crossing of the input voltage wave
form due to maximum flux (Фmax) generated in
the core, and it is given by equation (1).
….(1)

Several solutions external to the toroidal
transformers had been proposed for inrush
current mitigation such as; use of Negative
Temperature Coefficient (NTC) thermistors in
primary winding [6], pre-insertion resistors [7],
and controlled switching [8]-[10], but all of
them will increase the complexity of the system
whilst reducing the reliability. Therefore, the
robust transformer based solutions are always
desirable in the industry [2].

where, Φm is the peak flux generated in the
normal operation and Φr is the remanence flux.

3.

Composite Core Concept

As per the concept of the composite core, there
are two cores positioned concentrically; one is
uncut core in the centre and the other is a cutcore around the centre core. The basic
arrangement is shown in Figure 2 [13].

Transformer based solutions such as; the use of
low grade (or non-annealed) electrical steel
types, introducing air-gaps [11], and reducing
the design flux density are always reliable and
robust [2][4], but still these options have some
drawbacks of being bulkier, higher cost, and
most importantly they are compromising
typical toroidal performance characteristics
significantly. Therefore, the industry still needs
a more developed transformer based solution
for mitigating the inrush current.
This paper provides a solution for that
requirement with composite core concept while
preserving the high performance features of the
toroidal construction. This paper includes the
theoretical background and the design
methodology for this concept plus the
performance comparison with the conventional
air-gap designs. When it comes to the scope of
the research, the experiments are done only
with the mains input voltage 230 V for the
transformers designed with fixed flux density
(considering flux density 1.30 T for inner uncut
core) covering the power range approximately
1 kVA to 5 kVA. Also, there are only two steel
types considered with defined steel area ratio
range describe in the later sections.

2.

Figure 2 – Composite Core Arrangement
In this core arrangement, the centre core is
made with Non Grain Oriented Silicon Steel
(NGOSS) type (AISI CK37-35H300) and the
outer core is made with Grain Oriented Silicon
Steel (GOSS) type (AISI M0H - M103-27P) [14]
together with a controlled air-gap.
3.1
Manufacturing of Composite Core
In comparison with the conventional cut core
construction, there are several advantages with
composite core method. The main feature being
that it does not need extra attention in core
cutting process for a smooth cutting surface.
Furthermore, as the outer cut core is not
significant in normal operation, the composite
core does not need much of a reinforced
bonding mechanism like in a conventional core,
hence reducing the manufacturing cost. Also
the composite core does not need varnishing
the total core, so again reducing cost and

Inrush Current

Inrush current is a transient scenario, where the
high saturation of the transformer core
originates high inrush current at the point of
energization. Basically the input voltage
applied to the transformer will be the driving
force for the inrush current and that will force
the flux to build up double the steady state flux
plus the remanence flux [4]. Therefore, the
transformer drives into deep saturation
condition resulting a high energization current
[12]. Theoretically, it can be proved that the
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material. See Figures 3a and 3b for composite
core and conventional cut core samples.

Figure 4 – Flux Density Distribution between
Cut Core and Uncut Core
Accordingly, in normal operation condition, the
inner core is holding majority flux density
approximately 1.20 T, while it is only 0.30 T in
the outer core. But in deep saturation condition
(at inrush current transient where the core
energized to approximately 2.65 times
energization to normal), the outer core
dominates at flux density 2.21 T keeping the
composite core unsaturated.

Figure 3a – Composite Core

The basic design details of the test sample are
given in Table 1, where the core dimensions are
shown as; Outer diameter x Inner diameter x
Height.
Table 1 - Design Details of the 1000 VA Test
Sample
Figure 3b – Conventional Cut Core
3.2
Experimental Derivations
According to the basics of magnetism, majority
of the flux will concentrate on the path of lower
magnetic reluctance. At lower levels of core
energization the inner core is unsaturated and
the flux is mostly flowing in the inner-core. But
at higher core energizations the inner-core gets
saturated and the outer-core (which is
unsaturated due to the air-gap) takes up more
and more of the excess flux. Thus, the centre
core will dominate in the normal operation of
the transformer, and the outer core (with airgap) will dominate in the inrush current
transient. Figure 4 shows the flux density
distribution of 1000 VA composite core
(between the cut core and uncut core)
transformer when it is subjected to deep
saturation with respect to normal operating
voltage (230 V).

Cut core
dimensions
(mm)

Uncut core
dimensions
(mm)

Primary
turns

Primary
resistance
(Ω)

Core
area
ratio

165x135x90

133x90x90

433

0.745

0.7

Air-gap is the main design parameter in the
design process with composite core. Equation
(2) gives the general relationship between the
maximum inrush current and the impedance of
the transformer [15] [16].
….(2)
where, Vm is the peak of the voltage, ω is the
angular frequency, Ls is the saturation
inductance, R is the input winding resistance, θ
is the switching angle, Br is the residual flux
density, Bs is the saturation flux density, and Bn
is the nominal design flux density.
According to Equation (2), it is obvious that
increasing the impedance (Ls and R) will be the
main option to minimize the inrush current. But
in a practical situation, the designer does not
have much allowance to change the winding
resistance because the product itself should
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comply with a certain thermal class. Hence,
changing the winding resistance is not an
option to control the inrush current, and
therefore increasing Ls will be the only option in
the design process with the composite core.
Also, as will be seen in Equation (6), reducing
the air-gap will increase the inductance value.
However, too much reduction of the gap will
lead to saturation of the outer core. The outer
core dominates in the inrush scenario, so it
needs to maintain the outer core unsaturated in
the inrush current transient. Therefore, it needs
to find the optimum air-gap, which holds the
maximum Ls, while keeping the outer core
unsaturated. Figure 5 shows the variation of
inrush current with the length of air-gap,
obtained by tests.

Figure 6 – Optimum Air-Gap to the Cut Core
Cross Sectional Area

4.

Inrush Current Calculation

The proposed inrush current calculation is
basically based on Equation (2).
Firstly,
Equation (2) is simplified for the maximum
inrush current at zero crossing (θ = 0) and
taking Vm as √2 Vrms.
….(3)
Together with the BH loop of composite core at
normal operation (see Figure 7), it can be
proved that the relationship between Br and Bs
is Br = 0.75 Bs. Also it is proven experimentally
that the above ratio is almost constant in the
composite cores, irrespective of the air-gap size,
unlike conventional total cut-core designs. The
reason is the centre uncut core keeps the
composite core characteristics unchanged, even
with different air-gaps.

Figure 5 – Variation of Inrush Current with
Outer Core Air-Gap
According to Figure 5, a higher inrush current
is observed in the lower air-gaps and this is due
to the saturation of the outer cut core. As the
air-gap increases, the inrush current reduces
due to entering the cut-core in to unsaturated
region. But too much increase of the air-gap
will again increase the inrush current due to the
drop of Ls. Thus, there is a particular air-gap
that should be maintained to minimize the
inrush current, which is the Optimum air-gap.

Br

It was experimentally found that the optimum
air-gap changes with the size of the cut-core
cross sectional area (or the power of the
transformer). The distribution of optimum airgap with respect to cross sectional area is
shown in Figure 6, and accordingly the
designer can select the optimum air-gap using
this characteristic.

Figure 7 – BH Loop of Composite Core at
Normal Operation

Maintaining the air-gap is critical in composite
core scenario, where it may use specially made
spacers or commonly available Intek sticky
tapes (Class H graded), with thickness steps
0.05 mm for cut core construction.
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Then the composite core is subjected to a deep
saturation condition, where it starts saturation
near input voltage 610 V (nominal voltage 230
V). Figure 8 shows the BH loop of the
composite core at the starting point of
saturation. Accordingly it can be proved that
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the relationship ratio between Bs and Bn as
Bs:Bn= 2.65:1.

where, A is the outer cut core cross sectional
area, µr is the relative permeability of steel, lg is
the air-gap and MPL is the mean magnetic path
length of outer cut core. Based on the test
sample considered, Lcut is calculated as 71.8
mH.
In this case, the cut core is in an unsaturated
condition and the value of µr is taken from the
B-µ characteristic curve (which is developed for
steel type M0H-M103-27P) of Figure 9, at the
time of inrush transient (at B=2.21 T).
Accordingly the value to µr is taken as 109.5.

Figure 8 – BH Loop of Composite Core at
Saturated Condition
Accordingly it can be proved (Bs-Br)/Bn is 0.65.
Then, after substituting the findings in to
Equation (3), Equation (4) is obtained.
….(4)
Figure 9 – Calculated B-µ Characteristic Curve

4.1
Calculating Saturation Inductance L s
Here the two cores shall be considered
separately in calculating the total Ls. They are
the inductance of the inner core (Luncut) and the
inductance of the outer core (Lcut).

The total saturation inductance (Ls) is calculated
as the summation of the above inductances
(Luncut + Lcut) as 73.1 mH. Accordingly, it is
obvious that the effect of the centre uncut core
is negligible at the inrush transient scenario.

The inductance of the inner uncut core can be
considered as the inductance of air choke,
because the inner core gets saturated at the
inrush transient. So Luncut will be calculated with
Equation (5) considering the value of µr as
unity.

Then the inrush current is calculated as 38.86 A
which is very close to the laboratory tested
inrush current value 36.3 A. The relevant inrush
current wave form extracted from laboratory
testing is given in Figure 10.

….(5)
where, N is the number of turns of primary
winding, A is the cross sectional area of inner
uncut core, µr is the relative permeability of air,
and MPL is the mean magnetic path length.
Based on the test sample considered, Luncut is
calculated as 1.3 mH.
Then the inductance of the outer cut core is
calculated from Equation (6).
Figure 10 – Inrush Current Wave Form for
1000 VA Transformer

….(6)

The same testing procedure was applied for the
next sizes of the transformers, which were
designed following the same optimum air-gap
5
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curve in Figure 6, the same design flux density,
and the same core area ratio. The measured
outer core flux density at inrush current
transient
and
the
respective
relative
permeability for each size are shown in Table 2.

of load current. This range covers most of the
application requirements that come under
toroidal transformers.
Table 3 - Inrush Current Measurements for
Different Area Ratios

Table 2 - Relative Permeability to the Core
Cross Sectional Area
Transformer Cut-core area Air-gap Flux density
Power
(mm2)
(mm) of cut core (B)

µr

Steel area
ratio

Inrush Current (Apk-pk)
3000 VA

1000 VA

0.60

120.3

72.7

1000 VA

1350

0.075

2.21

109.5

0.65

78.5

47.3

2000 VA

1890

0.30

2.15

160.0

0.70

58.9

36.3

3000 VA

2520

0.60

2.10

220.0

0.75

47.2

28.2

4500 VA

3150

0.70

2.07

291.0

0.80

38.3

24.2

Then it is possible to create a direct relationship
between the cut-core area and the relative
permeability as in Figure 11 (almost linear),
which is derived from the samples with
constant core area ratio. This characteristic is
very useful in the design process as well as in
inrush current calculations.

Figure 12 shows the inrush current as a
multiple of the load current (rated current)
against the steel area ratio for the two
transformers tested. Both have almost the same
characteristic. Thus, the inrush current
calculated for the core area ratio of 0.7:1 (as
discussed in the previous sections) can be used
with this characteristic curve to calculate the
inrush currents for different area ratios.

Figure 11 – Relative Permeability Vs Cut-Core
Cross-Sectional Area

3000 VA

1000 VA

Calculation of Inrush Current
for Different Area Ratios

Figure 12 – Inrush Current (x Iload) Vs Steel
Cross-Sectional Area Ratio

The characteristic shown in Figure 11 is valid
only for composite cores with cut core to uncut
core area ratio 0.7:1 at the same design flux
density. But to enable inrush current calculation
for different area ratios, two design ranges
(1000 VA and 3000 VA) were experimentally
tested for inrush current, changing the outer cut
core area, but keeping all other parameters
constant. The relevant test data are tabulated in
Table 3.

The characteristic curve of Figure 12 can be
fitted to mathematical Equation (7),

where, X is the core cross sectional area ratio
and Y is the inrush current as a multiple of
rated current.

The steel area ratio over the range 0.6 to 0.8 was
considered in this study and it covers the
inrush current range approximately 3 to 9 times

Inrush current for a given steel ratio (X) can
now be computed in-terms of the inrush
current corresponding to steel ratio 0.7 with a

5.
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multiplying factor Y(X)/Y(0.7), denoted as Kratio
for convenience.

The other advantage over the conventional cut
core is that, the composite core has an optimally
calculated and controlled air-gap in the outer
core. Hence the inrush current estimations
based on this model were found to be accurate,
well
within
10%,
according
to
test
measurements done on a series of test
transformers in the range 1 kVA to 5 kVA.

….(8)
General equation for calculating the maximum
inrush current is given by Equation (9).

Compared with both the conventional cut core
and the bulky low flux density designs, the
proposed composite core has the opportunity to
use recycled steel for the centre uncut core, and
hence, to reduce the material cost whilst saving
natural resources. Therefore, the proposed
transformer based solution is more reliable,
economical,
simpler
to
design,
and
environmental friendly for inrush current
mitigation.

….(9)
In Equation (9), Ls and R are inductance and
resistance values for the transformer with steel
ratio 0.7, found in Section 4.
To prove the validity of the inrush current
modelling, several test transformers were built
and inrush currents measured. Using the
developed model inrush current was computed
and then compared. Table 4 gives a summary of
the results.
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Table 4 - Summary of Calculated and
Experimental Test Data
Transformer
Power

Measure
inrush current

Calculated
inrush current

Deviation

References

%

1000 VA

(A pk-pk)
36.3

(A pk-pk)
38.86

6.6

2000 VA

51.8

54.22

4.5

3000 VA

58.9

60.74

3.0

4500 VA

59.5

60.84
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